The article is devoted to the verbal creative work of a cult Runet author Vera Polozkova. The article is based on the material of her early lyrics, presented in the first published book "Nepoemanie" (2008). The poems by Polozkova are considered in the context of youth subculture traditions. We identified such key components of the poet's worldview typical of modern youth subcultures as non-conformism, elitism, the overall searching orientation of her creative work (information and communication technologies, the need for finding like-minded people, love and faith in God), in regards to poetics the main features are extreme expression (metaphorization), urbanism (poetization of urban space), as well as an appeal to the genres of youth creative work, slang, ICT vocabulary and obscene language. The author of the article makes a conclusion that the bright expression of some typical characteristics of youth culture by Vera Polozkova makes her a popular poet and performer both on Runet and outside it (live performances). At the same time subcultural issues and poetics do not limit the variety of the writer's lyric themes and poetic means. Her early works continue wonderful traditions of Russian literature, heritage of Marina Tzvetaeva, Vladimir Mayakovsky, Joseph Brodsky and others.
Introduction
Electronic (digital) literature-"is the literature, created and distributed via the Internet"-has been developing for two decades (Chernyak, 2010) . A considerable number of articles examining its nature and essence, genres, methods of creation and distribution have been published during this period of time. A special column devoted to electronic (digital) literature by Sergey Kozirenko appeared in "The New World" journal in 2000. However, there is no agreement on the issue and the term "network literature" is used in two meanings: 1) as a trend in literature and literary criticism in which texts are created and published on the Web (on the Internet); 2) as an association of writers, essay authors and critics who begin and continue working on the Web" (Desyaterik, 2014) . At the same time the term in its first meaning (as a trend in literature and literary criticism) is quite ambiguous and has both a broad and a narrow meaning. For example, following Dmitry Manin's term, electronic (digital) literature in its broad sense is interpreted as any fiction text published on the Web (no matter if it belongs to the author working on the Web or out of it); electronic (digital) literature in its narrow sense is essentially considered as "a text published on the Web so that its transfer to the paper is associated with a significant loss" (Manin, 2014) .
In terms of specific characteristics of electronic (digital) literature they mainly include hypertextuality, anonymity/ collective and dynamic creative work, as well as game character of an author's work (Manin, 2014) .
The famous poet and critic Igor Panin was the first to provide a sharp critical article against the author. Giving credits for Vero4ka's talent and popularity (with her "army of fans") he, however, reproaches the poetess of the absence of individuality in his article titled The Doll, calling Polozkova "a glamorous young lady' and her creative work "poetry of soap operas", "trash literature", "literary second-hand" and predicts the fate of a thrown away doll (Panin, 2009 ). (Bykov, 2009) . In his article "Little Vera" he writes that Polozkova needs objective and at the same time gentle criticism. Comparing Panin with Zoil he notices that the manner of the so-called "Pisarev's retelling" may ruin even the most talented poet. As regards Vera Polozkova he supposes that this is Vera who continues vivid traditions of Russian literature and moreover the way of further development of Russian poetry depends on this young lady. The critic is sure that "Polozkova-'par excellence'-is a true poet with her own theme" (Bykov, 2009) . Despite some disadvantages (narcissism, recurrence etc.) she will eventually become "the first-rate poet, pride of Russian literature" (Bykov, 2009 ). Ksenia Buksha's comments on Polozkova's personality and work are of great interest as well. She treats her on the one hand as a first-rate poet ("she can find rhymes and metaphors, compose drama of a poem"), on the other hand as an international brand-man, a hostage of her own image. In Buksha's opinion to be a success Polozkova should broad cultural and ideological outlook, "philozophism and thinking of thousands of different things" (Buksha, 2014) .
Dmitriy Bykov supported Polozkova in his turn
It should be noted that analyzing Vera Polozkova's personality and creative work, critics marked some general characteristics such as narcissism ("she definitely doesn't suffer from modesty"-I. Panin), underlining her exclusiveness, powerful temper and some recurrence (dependence on other authors' samples).
A new approach to the study of Polozkova's poetry directly relevant to our observations is outlined in the article by Gutrina (2012) .
Vera Polozkova's Work as a Sub-Cultural Phenomenon
According to the researcher's point of view the poems of the analyzed book make the image of "a social circle", "it seems that the book is a kind of a password to identify for sure friends and foes" (Gutrina, 2012) . Gutrina also considers that it is crucially important that "the possibility of coincidence" that is "co-existence with the world" gives "Polozkova" communication in her "social circle" on the basis of friendship (Gutrina, 2012, p. 179) . It explains peculiar poetics of the book: encryptions in dates of poems, naming authors, numerous dedications, use of collective "we" and others. L. D. Gutrina was the first who sagely marked this kind of emphasis in Polozkova works. At the same time the Yekaterinburg researcher supposes that the replacement of a high purpose of creation oxygen (photosynthesis) for others with the creation it for herself and her social circle is an absolute and significant loss of young authors. From our point of view "treating mutual understanding between friends and "like -minded people" as the priority life value" (Gutrina, 2012) is an expression of one of the universal laws of the youth subculture. As opposed to "the culture of young people" created by marketing professionals, it is created for like-minded people and in general typologically close to the value attitudes of youth subcultures. (Nekludov, 2002, p. 6) . Regarding Vera Polozkova, she expresses them in her early works quite decisively and emphatically. No wonder, her first nickname was "teenspirit".
To date the peculiarities of organization of subculture communities and ways of their participants' expression are quite thoroughly studied both in foreign and Russian cultural studies and sociology (for example, you may read a remarkable book by T. B. Shchepanskaya The System: texts and traditions of subculture) (Shchepanskaya, 2004) . In the book the author describes in detail reasons and peculiarities of formation of the so-called teenagers exclusion zone ("antinorms"), search for friendly (uninvolved in official culture) ways of information (rock music, youth slang, specific genres of verbal creative work), the priority of spiritual and creative components, "marriage search", initiation rites to belong to "the core" of the community (getting a nickname, a personal symbol and a spiritual guide), "domestic dissent" (term by K. V. Chistov), attention to esoteric, formation of their own (often) eclectic philosophic system, urbanism as a characteristic feature of poetics and some others (depending on subculture/ community). As for the verbal aspect of creative work of subcultural communities it became the subject of thorough study in a number of our articles (Zolotova, Efimova, & Sitnova, 2010; Zolotova, Efimova, 2014; Zolotova, 2014) .
Runet as the Main (Friendly) Communicative Channel
Referring to Vera Polozkova's personality (see essay by Julia Idlis about Vera Polozkova), let us pay attention to a purposeful and insistent way of her setting up in Life Journal (one of the most popular web journals). It is worth while mentioning that in 1960-1980 (before the Web appeared), according to T. B. Shchepanskaya, alternative ways of information for youth subcultures were information search in western sources (for example, radio transmission "The Voice of America" and others), getting records of western musical groups, external attributes (hairstyles, clothes, style of behavior) which distinguished like-minded people, appropriate slang and others. Today a teenager gets all the information through the Internet; this is where he/she finds like-minded people. That's what young Vera Polozkova did. (Idlis, 2010, p. 225) The conscious wish of the poet to express her "Ego" in her poems is essentially important in this context and was declared in the conversation with Idlis: (Idlis, 2010, p. 240 ).
Vera
Vera:
If I talked to someone, I did it sincerely. If I write a text, anyway, I write it about myself. I'm not interested in anything else. Perhaps, everything will return and will be similar to what it was
This attitude is presented in different ways:
-As direct dogmatic statements: "except us, elitists…" ("On the Rock", p. 32), "I can be rude and heavenly" -and-roll", p. 75) .
Thus, Polozkova starts literary study of the nature and essence of love with very personal things (the series "Lovepain" is like a sense biography), then with an attempt to release from a love trap with new love, posts on the Web, comprehension of poet's purpose, new fancies (we see an image of a young man) (the series "Simeiz"). Finally, the last poem of the book represents poetic recognition as the biggest happiness. It is difficult to assume if such ending really reveals her deep developing feelings or it is conscious systematization of the poems, as the book appeared later (2008).
Basic Components of the Worldview in Vera Polozkova's Early Work, Search for God
Existential constructions of the young poetess are of interest as well. T.B. Shchepanskaya noted that youth subcultures have "ethnic, religious, political symbols taken from various sources which <obviously> changed their original meaning" (Shchepanskaya, 2004, p. 234) . In order to understand their meaning and functions it is necessary to keep in mind the original rebelling character of youth movements. For example, "in the period of atheism the underground turns to God" (Shchepanskaya, 2004, p. 121) . However, as soon as "a social institution" (in this case it is orthodoxy T.Z.) sets in, the underground looks for alternative religions (Shchepanskaya, 2004, p. 122 
Conclusion
It goes without saying that Vera Polozkova's early work does not fit entirely in the frames of youth culture, it has much broader thematic range and traditions (this question can be the subject of a separate research), methods, literary integrity and value. No doubt, Vera Polozkova has become a bright exponent of the tendencies relevant to youth subculture. They are expressed in the motives of search of "like-minded people", poetization of their images and models of behavior, the heroine's strive for freedom, approval of marriage search, philosophical eclecticism, literary exploration of the city space, ultimate expressionism, as well as in mentioning some genres of youth cultures, use of youth slang and numerous obscene words (work with precedent texts). The poet widely uses information and communication technologies, in particular Polozkova is a well-known blogger so-called "multithousand". The analysis show that these particular facts allowed Polozkova to go out of the web space and start a dynamic and successful activity on the stage and in the theatre.
